Alongside the accessories, the Ren collection now also includes a small armchair and sofa. The “ren” sign, characteristic of the entire series, returns in both seats. The armchair is inspired by the classic theatre foyer seat, traditionally a place for interaction and relaxation, offering its own contemporary interpretation. Every element is an invitation to socialise and converse in a free and informal manner.

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**

**Load-bearing structure.** Made of solid Canaletto walnut. It comprises two shaped sides and crosspieces for the shell support. Black plastic caps. To increase the stability of the sofa there is a reinforced crosspiece in scratch proof black painted steel under the front crosspiece.

**Backrest shell.** Moulded rigid and soft polyurethane composite.

**Seat structure.** Made of birch plywood with differentiated-density polyurethane foam padding.

**Lumbar cushion (scatter cushion).** Moulded rigid and soft polyurethane composite.

**Upholstery.** Entirely in Pelle Frau® leather with lumbar cushion in leather or fabric.

- Color System Frau® (SC)
- Color System Frau® (SC) / Fabric A
- Color System Frau® (SC) / Fabric B
- Color System Frau® (SC) / C.O.M.
- Nest
- Nest / Fabric A
- Nest / Fabric B
- Nest / C.O.M.
- Nest / Century
- Nest / Soul
- Nest / Soul / Fabric A
- Nest / Soul / Fabric B
- Nest / C.O.M.
- Nest / Century
- Nest / C.O.M.
- Nest / Soul
- Nest / Soul / Fabric A
- Nest / Soul / Fabric B
- Nest / Century

**C.O.M. (Fabric/Mt. plain - Fabric/Mt. repeat)**

Armchair: 1.1mt - 1.2mt
2 seater sofa: 1.1mt - 1.2mt

**Removability.** Only for the lumbar cushion with fabric cover.

**Aesthetic details.** The stitching is tone on tone. The joints between the sides and backrest shell are externally refined by rings in matt natural brass. All steel and brass parts are finished with a transparent matt treatment.

**In the same collection.**

- Ren Side Table
- Ren Bookcase
- Ren Complementary Units
- Ren Dressing Table